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La Rosetta 

"Imaginative Fish Dishes"

Opened in the 1960s, La Rosetta is one of the best seafood restaurants in

Rome. Famed for its delicious marine menu, the cuisine here is traditional

Sicilian and Italian with a subtle Eastern influence. Bright lighting and

colors give the place a warm feel that works well for the restaurant. For a

great time with family or otherwise, a visit to La Rosetta is a good option.

 +39 06 686 1002  www.larosetta.com  info@larosetta.com  Via della Rosetta 8, Rome

 by thefork.com 

Rinaldi al Quirinale 

"Roman Seafood Delicacies"

With its enviable location, this Italian seafood restaurant is your best bet

on satiating your fish cravings. Serving fresh seafood, the innovative

dishes such as prawns and saffron cream and ravioli snapper with shrimp

will make you want more. Apart from cooked and raw seafood they also

specialize on white truffles and ovuli mushrooms. Their cellar has an

amazing wine list, brandy that has been aged for 37 years, whiskey and

more.

 +39 06 4782 5171  www.rinaldialquirinale.co

m/

 vincent.rinaldi@tiscali.it  Via Parma 11/a, Rome
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Quinzi & Gabrieli 

"Sophisticated & Exclusive"

One of the most exclusive places for eating excellent fish and shellfish,

always on display at the entrance to the restaurant. Overall, it is a very

comfortable setting with friendly, quick service. The menu varies

according to the fish caught that day. There is always a wide choice of

seafood and raw shellfish, and all the dishes are excellent. The

atmosphere is very comfortable and elegant, ideal for either a business

lunch or a romantic dinner for two. The service is extraordinarily fast,

efficient and wonderful. Excellent wine selection.

 +39 06 687 9389  www.quinziegabrieli.it/  info@quinziegabrieli.it  Via delle Coppelle 5, Rome
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Osteria la Gensola 

"Sicillian Seafood Delicacies"

Serving sublime Sicilian seafood fare, Osteria la Gensola has been wowing

locals and tourists alike for some time now. Creative dishes that will just

please you is the motto of this restaurant. Make room for the delicious

desserts such as cannoli or a cassata cake piece. They also serve a

selective wine list from southern Italy. Everything is in the menu is Italian,

so if you don't know the language, the servers will gladly help you.

 +39 06 581 6312  www.osterialagensola.it/  prenotazioni@osterialagen

sola.it

 Piazza della Gensola 15,

Rome
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Il Tempio di Iside 

"The Sea on Your Plate"

Stop by this elegant restaurant to get your fix for tantalizing fish and crab

dishes. The restaurant may be small, but the fare is not limited. From the

antipasti, primo dishes to secondi, the menu is lined up with a variety of

hot and cold seafood dishes. Highlights includes the day's freshest catch

and you will never find an off-season special on the menu. Squids,

shrimps, swordfish and scampi are some of the all-time favorites.

Atmosphere is casual and service is professional but friendly. Desserts

and wines add a finesse to the dining experience.

 +39 06 700 4741  www.isideristorante.it/  Via Labicana 50, Angolo Via Pietro

Verri, Rome
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Da Franco ar Vicoletto 

"Fishy Delights!"

Don't let the student population and the low budget deter you from

visiting this beautiful seafood restaurant where the star are the fish based

dishes. From fish lasagna, soups and pastas, you will just be delighted by

them. The restaurant has relied only on word of mouth advertisement and

popular it has become. Equipped to handle a large crowd, the proverb of

'the more, the merrier' suits perfectly here. The more you have in your

group, the more the food flows freely. Enjoy this fish extravaganza which

will please your wallet as well.

 +39 06 495 7675  Via dei Falisci 2, Rome
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Trattoria del Pesce 

"Gorgeous Seafood"

Trattoria del Pesce is known for their delicious seafood fare which

changes according to the seasons and the availability of the fish. Using on

the freshest of seafood, you can taste their passion and love for seafood

in their dishes. Their wine cellar as some impressive Italian and foreign

wines to accompany the gorgeous food.

 +39 06 9594 5393  www.trattoriadelpesce.it/  info@trattoriadelpesce.it  Via Folco Portinari 27, Rome
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La Camilluccia 

"Ocean Fresh Food"

La Camilluccia serves delicious seafood that is brought in fresh everyday.

Depending on the catch of the day, the specials change, surprising you

with new flavors and dishes more often than you think. The restaurant has

a good selection of wines, so ask your server for assistance on a choice of

pairing options to go with your food.

 +39 06 301 4342  celestinaallacamilluccia.it/  fdn.72@hotmail.it  Via Mario Fani 113, Rome
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